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Abstract
Bolometric infrared detectors are the best choice for sensitive radiometric measurements in the far infrared and
millimeter wave spectral region. Nevertheless, these devices, when operating on board high-altitude balloons or aircrafts, are also aected by cosmic-ray (CR) crossing of the detector elements. Each of these events degrades the radiometric data on a time scale that depends on the detector's characteristics. In this paper, we describe an automatic
procedure based on discrete wavelet transform that can be used to localize CR events in the data ¯ow, even when they
occur in correspondence with high signal levels, and to optimally remove them for minimum data loss. Ó 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The eect of cosmic-ray (CR) events in the
output of high-sensitivity bolometric detectors is
a well-known problem [1,2] which may seriously
degrade the quality of acquired data in a wide
range of experimental systems. This problem becomes a critical concern particularly in the case of
experiments working on high-altitude platforms,
such as satellites, stratospheric balloons and aircrafts. This is because the CR background tends
to increase with altitude, due to weakening of the
shielding eect of the Earth's magnetosphere.
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A correction procedure that permits detecting
single CR events and correcting their eect with
minimum data loss can be an important part in
the data analysis process of experiments using
bolometric detectors. This is the case of those experiments operating at high altitudes such as atmospheric far-infrared spectrometers on balloon
or aircraft platforms [3,4] and balloon-borne or
space-borne infrared astronomy experiments [5,6].
Furthermore, the problem is particularly serious in
the case of Fourier transform spectroscopy, which
requires a continuous data acquisition.
In this paper, we will show a method that makes
it possible to locate and correct single CR events
(``spikes'') in a generic data stream obtained from
the output of a bolometric detector, independently
from the experimental setup.
Making use of a good knowledge of the mathematical forms of the signal transient due to a CR
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event, described next in this paper, it is possible
not only to locate the spike exactly, but also to
measure its amplitude without its being aected by
either the signal or the noise on which the spike
is superimposed. The obtained parameters, spike
position and amplitude, are then used as starting
values for a ®tting procedure that makes it possible
to subtract the eect of the spike from the data
stream reducing its residual eect well below the
noise level.
The eectiveness of the proposed correction
method is tested by applying it to the data acquired from the spectroscopy of the atmosphere
using far infrared emission/airborne (SAFIRE/A)
Fourier transform spectrometer.
2. The SAFIRE/A spectrometer
The data conditioning system described in this
paper was developed as a part of the data analysis
system for the SAFIRE/A instrument [4].

SAFIRE/A is a Fourier transform spectrometer operating on board the high-altitude aircraft
M-55 Geophysica. The spectrometer operates in a
limb-scanning observation mode, acquiring atmospheric emission spectra corresponding to dierent
observation directions. Vertical distribution pro®les of the concentration of atmospheric constituents are then retrieved from the calibrated
atmospheric spectra by means of a data inversion
process (Ref. [7] and references therein).
The instrument is capable of operating on a
frequency interval extending from 10 to 250 cm 1 ,
depending on the type of detector used. The 10±50
cm 1 frequency range is covered by liquid 3 He
cooled bolometric detectors. From data acquired
in various measurement campaigns, these detectors have been shown to be very sensitive to CR
events.
Fig. 1 shows a typical interferogram acquired
with SAFIRE/A during a ¯ight performed in the
antarctic region, at an altitude of about 20 km.
Two CR events are clearly visible, not only well

Fig. 1. A typical interferogram acquired with the SAFIRE/A bolometric detector during a ¯ight performed at an altitude of about 20
Km in the antarctic region. Two CR spikes with an amplitude comparable with the interferometric signal are clearly visible in the
acquisition. The shape of the spikes is shown in the insets.
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above noise level, but also with an amplitude that
is comparable to the interferometric signal peak
amplitude. Most importantly, the CR events can
occur at any time during the data stream. Due to
the wide signal dynamic typical of FTS instruments, this can give rise to cases where the spike is
easily detectable because its amplitude is greater
than the signal level, but also to cases in which the
spike is hidden by the signal itself (Fig. 1, inset b).
As we will see in Section 4, this variability in the
possible cases makes the detection of CR events
not an easy task.
When atmospheric emission spectra are obtained from Fourier-transforming SAFIRE/A raw
data, any CR spike introduces a spurious oscillation in the spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2. This can
seriously alter instrument accuracy in detecting atmospheric components characterized by weak spectral lines.
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3. Mathematical formula of the signal transient
A typical composite bolometer, as shown in
Fig. 3, is made by a small semiconductor thermistor and an absorber disk [8]. Let G1 be the
thermal conductance between these two elements.
The full detector is then connected to a thermal
bath at a temperature T0 through a link of conductance G0  G1 . A bias current in the thermistor generates a readable output voltage dependent
on the temperature of the detector by means of the
thermistor resistance. This output voltage is then
®ltered by the electronic response, digitized and
acquired. When a charged particle (CR) hits the
absorber, a certain amount of energy is transferred
to the detector, which raises its temperature. Such
an event has a characteristic time that is much
shorter than the detector time constant. To optimally subtract a spike from the signal, we need to

Fig. 2. Eect of CR spikes on the atmospheric emission spectrum obtained from the interferogram of Fig. 1. The spurious contribution
due to the presence of spikes in the interferogram data stream is shown in the lower plot, that is obtained subtracting from the uncorrected spectrum, the spectrum with the CR correction applied.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the thermal and electrical circuitry of a typical composite bolometer (left panel). The right panel shows a composite
bolometer hit by a charged particle.

characterize the bolometer's response to a CR
event. Under static conditions, the equations of
the bolometer described in Fig. 3 can be written as
Q  T1

T0 G0  T1

P  T2

T1 G1 ;

T2 G1 ;

where T1 is the absorber disk temperature, T2 is
the thermistor temperature, Q is the background
power on the detector, and P is the electric power
dissipated in the thermistor. A signal DQ  Q on
the detector leads us to the equation of the bolometer expanding the static equations up to the ®rst
order [8,9]:
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Solving this system of equations in the case of a
CR event where DQ  const: for 0 < t < Dt, zero
elsewhere, and Dt is much shorter than the characteristic time of the detector, leads us to the response of the thermistor under a CR event:
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This function must be convoluted with the response of the signal acquisition system in order to
®t it on a spike in the data stream and optimally
subtract the event from the data ¯ow. In fact, the
electronics introduces high and low frequency cuts
that must be considered for an accurate description of the spike functional form.

T1 
T2

where C1 and C2 are the thermal capacity of the
absorber and the thermistor, respectively. Since

4. Spike detection
As we have seen in Section 2, CR events may
happen in the tails of the interferogram, where the
signal amplitude is quite small. In that case the
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spike is easily detectable by means of a very simple
algorithm that checks for any sharp signal greater
than the noise. But for all practical purposes, a
spike may occur also inside the main lobe, where
its recognition is dicult even to the eye, as shown
in Fig. 1. Taking advance from the fact that a
spike, like a delta function, spreads all over the
frequencies while the signal is limited to a narrow band, we adopt a multiresolution analysis [10]
based on a discrete wavelet decomposition (DWT)
and using a Daubechies 20-coecient wavelet
(Refs. [11,12] and references therein). This approach lets us to separate the frequency content of
the data without losing the information in the time
domain. Fig. 4 shows the DWT of the interferogram from Fig. 1. The signal ®lls a region of the
time±scale plane that is broad in the time domain
and localized in the scale domain, while the CR
spikes are localized in time and spread all over the
scales.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 plots the signal
content of the smallest scale in which the CR
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spikes are the only visible features. A search algorithm is then built to ®nd sharp signals on the
smallest DWT scale. The time location of an event
is then known with a precision of plus or minus
one data point in the original stream. This is because of the Heisenberg principle: at scale 1, the
information knowledge on frequencies is twice that
of the original stream, and so the uncertainty regarding the times is twice as great as before. From
the signal content at scale 1 we also estimate the
amplitude of the original event: the amplitude of
the event at scale 1 is related, through a proportional constant, to its amplitude in the original
data stream. Time position and amplitude are then
used as initial guess in the ®tting procedure described below.
5. Spike correction
CR events are removed from the SAFIRE/A
data stream subtracting the ®tted theoretical

Fig. 4. DWT of interferometric signal shown in Fig. 1. CR events are visible as transient phenomena with a frequency spectrum that
covers the entire scale range. In the bottom graph, the coecients corresponding to the DWT scale value of 1 are plotted, evidencing
the transient CR events over the interferometric signal.
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expression described in Section 3 convoluted with
the measured response function of the instrumental electronics. The bolometric time constant are
measured only once in this process and the ®tting
procedure is only required for ®ne tuning the
amplitude and time position of the spike obtained
from the analysis of the lower scale DWT coecients.
For a good quality ®t, we need to add a base
line, due to the interferometric signal, to the theoretical function in the ®t. This can easily be done
since, as can be noted in Fig. 4, the interferometric
signal contains signi®cant power only in a welldelimited frequency range and, mainly, does not
contain high frequency components. Consequently, the interferometric signal can be simply modeled in the short time interval in which the CR
event takes place. We use a linear predictive algorithm [12] to calculate this base line from few points
before the CR occurrence. This method works
quite well thanks to the periodic characteristics of
the interferometric signal.
After the ®tting, the theoretical expression is
then subtracted (without base line) from the original data stream and the results are shown in
Fig. 1.
It should be noted that the procedure described
is fairly insensitive to the amplitude of the useful
interferometric signal that is superimposed on the
unwanted perturbation due to the spike. This is of
fundamental importance in the case of near real
time data processing, in which all correction procedures must be operated automatically, without
supervision, and then must be as insensitive as
possible to variations in all operating parameters.

6. Conclusions
We described the application of multiresolution
analysis to the detection and correction of transient phenomena due to the occurrence of CR interaction in bolometric detectors. The method
described exploits the advantages of the DWT to
obtain high sensitivity in the discrimination between the spurious spikes due to CR events and
the useful part of the detector signal. This makes it

possible to detect and correct also spikes that are
much smaller than the signal.
The capability to detect spurious eects with an
amplitude smaller than the signal is particularly
useful in the case of Fourier transform spectroscopy, where wide signal dynamics are present.
Due to this peculiarity, this method can easily
be applied even in the case of near real time data
analysis, thus providing a powerful tool for environmental physics and all the other ®elds of application that require unsupervised processing of
huge amounts of data.
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